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NATURE OF TUE CASE 

The Defendant was charged by the State \¼1th Cmmt 1- distribution or 

possession with intent to distribute less than 3.5 grams:- methampheta1nine, Count 

2- possession of drug paraphernalia, Count 3 unlav1,.ful pGssession of Alprazolam, 

Count 4 Unlawful possession of Oxycodone, (R. Vol. I, _pp. 4-6). Defendant ·was 

also originally ticketed, and charged in a 3rd amended complaint, \.Vith Count 5-

registration violation, Count 6- no proof of insurance and Count 7- fai!me to 

properly display a license plate. (R. Vol. 1, pp. 34-35). The charges stenuned from 

a search following the traffic stop \.Vhich was performed ,vithout a warrant based 

upon probable cause from an alleged drug dog alert The Defendant filed a motion 

to suppress which was granted by the District Court. The State filed this appeal 

challenging the District Court's Suppression order. 

ST A TKMENT OF lSSl.JES 

ISSUE l: The District Court suppressed the evidence based upon the lack of 
reliable evidence that the drug dog alerted to the car, thus 
resulting in a lack of probable cause for the warrant1ess search of 
the car. 

STATEMENT OF FACTS 

On .h.11.1e 21, 2017, Justin You_ng, Pottavvatomie County Deputy, vvas patrolling in 

Pottavvatomie County a.long with his K-9, Turbo. (R. VoL 2, pp. 2, 6). The deputy 

stopped a vehicle driven. by the Defendant based upon an expired lkense plate or 

registration. (R. Vol. 2, p. 6). After deterrnining the status of the registration and, due 

to the Deforidantrs inability to produce valid insurance, the Defendant was allowed to 

leave, hut the vehicle remained at the scene. (R. Vol. 2, p. 7). 

After the Defendant had left the scene, and after an officer had removed the 
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plate from the ear (R Vol. 2, p. 18); Deputy Young removed Turbo from his patrol 

unit and walked him around the vehicle (K Vol. 2, p. 7 and, R. Vol. 3, State1s Exhibit 

1 ). 

While walking Turbo armmd the car, the officer is heard commenting to the dog 

'm.rthing1 twice at various points, and then makes a comment of 'you are not going to give 

·1 · ' 'R .... r 1 " ,..,. ' l 'b··t 1 R V l •"'\ 21 4') D . +h · me anynmg. (1 .• o . :i, states ex u 1 , , . o. L, pp. , 1 ,.. urmg l. e passes 

around the car, the dog is not seen sitting, which the Deputy Young testified Turbo was 

trained to do ash.is 'final response' to indicate he has located drugs. (R Vo1. 2, pp. 4, 15) 

Deputy Young explained that he was looking merely for an \alerf and described an alert 

for Turbo as a 'change in behavior'. (R. Vol 2, pp. 4). Deputy Young testified that upon 

working this vehicle; Turbo 1tried to sit1 near the passenger side of the car hut had alerted 

at the trunk. (R. Vol. 2, p. 8). Ho\vevl~r, in the affidavit, Deputy Young noted that the 

dog had 'not indicated at that point'. (R. Vol. 2, pp. 19-20). Additionally, Deputy Young 

confirmed that he commented that the 'dog had failed to be involved'. (K Vol 2, p. 21). 

After walking the dog around the vehicle, at least 2 times, the officer put Turbo in 

the patrol unit and then spoke to the other officers on scene. (R. Vol. 2, p. 20). During 

the conversation with the other officers, a discussion is held about \'lhat might have 

caused the dog to 'sniff at the trunk area. The discussion includes what the officer vvho 

removed the plate had done that day. (R. Vol. 3, State's exhibit 1, R. VoL 2, pp. 41-42). 

The Defendant filed a motion to suppress based upon lack of probable cause to 

support the warrantless seareh. (R. VoL 1, p. 48-54). A hearing was conducted, vvherein 

Deputy Young testified and the video from the stop was played and provid.ed to the Court 

for review. (R. Vol. 2. R Vol. 3, State's exhibit 1). Following review of the evidence, 

the Court found there wa.-; insufficient evidence to allow the Court to find that reliable 

evidence that the Dog had alerted to establish probable cause. (R, Vol. 2, p. 43) . As a 

result the Court granted the motion to suppress the evidence found during the warrantless 

search. 
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ARGUMENTS AND AUTHORITY 

Issue 1: 

TI1e District Court properly suppressed the evidence based upon 
the lack of reliable evidence that the drug dog alert.ed to the car, 
thus resulting in a lack of probable cause for the vvarrantless 
search of the vehicle. 

STANDARD 01;, RE:V[K\V 

An appellate court uses a bifhrcated standard to revie,v a district court's decision 

on a motion to suppress. \Vithout rev-11eighing the evidence, the appellate court reviews 

the district court's factual findings to determine \Vhether they are supported by substantial 

competent evidence. State v. Sanchez·~Loredo. 294 Kan. SO, 54, 272 P-3d 34 (2012). 

Substantial evidence refors to legal and relevant evidence that a reasonable person could 

accept as being adequate to support a condusion. State v. Aiay, 293 Kan. 858, 862, 269 

P.3d 1260 (2012). The district cou.rt's ultimate legal conchrnion is reviewed de 

novo. Sanchez-Loredo. 294 Kan. at 54,272 P.Jd 34. 

This court presumes the district comt found aU facts necessary to support its 

judgment, unless the record on appeal fails to support that presumption. State v. Vaughn, 

288 Ka.rr. 140, 143, 200 P3d 446 (2009). Tbe State has the burden of proving that a 

search or seizure ,vas lavdhL State F. Anderson, 281 Kan. 896, 901, 136 P.Jd 406 (2006). 

Whether probable cause ex1sts to search a vehide is determined by 
examining the totality of the circu.mstances. Sanchez-Loredo, 294 Kan. at 55, 

272 PJ<l 34. A reliable K-9 alert may alone supply the probable cause necessary 
to conduct a \Varrantless vehicle search. State v. Brewer, 49 Kan.App2d 102; 305 
n.., 16~,· f"l()1.') l .X /t;; \."'-· .. :i .• 

'I11e appeilate court will no reweigh the evidence or the credibility of the 
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witnesses as found by the trier of fact State v. Daws, 303 Kan. 785, 789, 368 P.3d 1074 

(2016). 

The challenge herein is not whether an alert by a K-9 trnined in the detection of 

the odor of controlled substances can support a warrantiess search. The issue before the 

Court in tlris matter is what is required to confirm or establish an 'alert' or in the vrnrds of 

Bnrwer, supra, a reliable alert, justifying a \Varrantless search of a motor vehicle. ln the 

instant matter, the question is what substantial competent evidence exists that an alert 

occurred, thus establishing a 'reliable alert' justifying the search. 

The District Court, as the trier of fact, had the ability to hear the testimony and 

review the recording, in light of that video. After doing so,. the court found that sufficient 

evidence did not exist to support the claim that the dog had alerted~ thus~ probable cause 

did not exist. Specifically, the District Court was concerned with allowing the decision to 

be made based upon a subjective determination by the handler of the dog. (R. Vol. 2, p. 

42). This ,vas due to the fact that the District Court did not see nor observe the claimed 

'changes in behavior' nor 'attempt to sit' that Deputy Young testified established probable 

cause tbr him to proceed Vlrith a vvarrantless search. (R. Vol. 2, pp. 41~42). 

Thus, the District Court's findings should be upheld as they were based upon the 

evidence which allowed the :finding that substantial competent evidence did not establish 

that the dog had alerted as claimed by the deputy. 

Sub Issue A 

TI1e alleged evidence that the dog ,1!erted to the trunk and 
passenger door was not disregarded nor unopposed. 

'<"·1 ,, ' 1 ' ' l 1. bl < • 1 , h ~ . '1 'j' . .t 1e ::,;tate s crnun mat prooa ~e cause exrnrea 1s t.asec, upon an assertmn t mt , urtm 
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t • 1 - ·. ' .:i ' 1 , . ''R -, ., ,- '"" . \ d ' · a"ternpteG to a ert on nie passenger uoor oy attempting to sH l,A. iO.L L, p. 8 1 an tnat l"ie 

rderi:e.d \)ut of the tn.rnk area'. A.t the trunk area, the door purportedly 'froze and looked 

back over to\Vards1 the officer. (R. VoL 2 p. 8). 

These claims vvere not 'unopposed' as Appellant asserts in sub-issue A a.nd uiore 

. l ·1 •· ·1 i t -· ·"" tmportant y, uey were not a.1srega:n: el oy the court The Court found to the contrary 

upon review of the evidence presented. The district court beard the testimony during the 

rnotion to suppress and 1ndependently revie,ved the videotape of the drug dog sniff ..... ,~, 

Counsel for the Defondant/A .. ppellee questioned the officer about the dai:med 

'atternpt to sit\ she inquired of the frequency of the dog 'sitting' on actual .stops versus 

training, (R, VoL 2, p, 15); that the training bas changed (R, Vol. 2, p, 16); questioned 

about the 'attempt io sif that is claimed to be shm.0111 in the video As to the alert near the 

k ' · d ' · - r · · t · .. ,. , • trun area, counsel cross examme tne 1..tepmy as to i:.i1screpanc1es n1 ms atncnn11t versus 

his testfrnony during the suppression hearing CR. VoL 2, p. 19); the other officer's use of 

gloves '>vhen ren1oving the plate (K VoL 2, p. 18); pointed out that the dog "vent passed 

that license plate more than one tinie, a.nd only 'in.dicated1 one tirne (R. VoL 2, p, 20), 

Additionally, the fact that during the passes around the car the officer \Vas cornmenting to 

the dog, indnding saying 'nothing' a couple of times and 'nothing fr)r me\ and confinning 

that the do~ l1ad failed to be involved': aH chalkm.::jm.:: the da.ims being made during' the ...... - ._, .._. . 1...., .. __ 

hearing that the dog ,vas \1Ierting' to the cat, (R. Vol. 2, p. 21). Further, challenge \vas 

a1so posed and tl·rns, called into question, the daim of an alert due to tht'. dog 'dosing his 

mouth v.;hen counsel questioned, and the deputy, confirmed., that he had dfrected the dog 

to detail, The deputy confim1ed that vvhen he directs the dog to detail, he is to close his 
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\Vhen asked specificdly ,ibont the 'change' at the passenger door, the deputy 

explained that the dog '",.viH cinch up and. you'll see that nose strtrt working. Instead of 

breathi.nr: through the 1n.outh and nose, hz~'H ,'>'';,Vitch to sw!.tchin,g directlv out of bis nose'. ,_, .... , . - ... 

This \VOUid rnean his mouth would be dosed, \Vhik trying to 

explain that Turbo ,Nould not necessarily have been shutting his m.outh to detail (sniff 

harder) the folfowing transpired.: 

Q: \VdL you testified. earlier \Vhat detailing rneans, and that's \,,bere you go hack 
ami help the dog is \vbat you said, try to pinpoint the odor; correct? 

i\ .. 

Right? Is that right? 

Y'"es., 

Q, So v,then you ask the dog to detail, you're asking hirn to basically sniff 
more to see jf he can locale the odor, correct? 

A Yes, 

Q So vvhen you expect him to shut his rnouth completely tn do \.Vhat you told 
him to do? 

A. That's not ahv:ays the case, 

The deputy's response provides confirmation of the danger of anow'ing an officer 

subjective determination that the dog made an ~llerL The deputy's odgina1 explanation of 

detailing and the dog being directed to detail, vvould n1ean that the dog is shutting his 

mouth t=tn<l sniffing just fron1 his nose, Thus, the deputy has directed him to detail, 

thereby creating the very 'change in behavior' he is assening shows an 'aierf, Thus, the 
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ability to challenge or revievv the claim. 

The District Court beard this information and revie\:ved the video,. not only whil~: 

the deputy vvas nanating it (R. \i'ol. 2, p, 1.{}~12), but also upon cross (R. Vol. 2, p. 22) 

and independently in chambers during the break (R, VoL 2, p. 38), The comments by 

the District Court as to the deputy speaking to the other officers about 'other explanations' 

further explain or shov.r that the Deputy ,;,vas not indicating or certain that the dog bad 

alerted, The deputy is heard on the video while deploying the dog around the vehicle 

cornmenting at various points ';nothing 01 '\1othing" (R. Vol 2, p, 21) and ''you've got 

nothing for me"~ all challenging the subjective claim tbat the dog had alerted on the car 

which \Yould give the officer probable cause for the \Varrantkss search. 

/\11 of these issues raised during the hearing cal1 into queshon the deputy's 

credibility as to his belief that the dog bad r.derted. The district court, having the ability to 

he(:n: the a.nsvvers, and. see the testimmry, and the video~ provided the district court judge 

.vith the ability to make a determination as to the credibility of the deputy as to the 

" ' • , ] • ' l . ., r1 ·1 d' • , ., presence or a cnange m be1av10r anet h1us, an a1ert. .uy r 1e rn,nct courts comments as to 

the court's observations, make clear the court's determination as to that credibility as to 

the question of an alert or not 

Sub Issue B 

The claimed evidence that the dog attempted to give a final 
indication was not disregarded nor unopposed. 

The District Court, as tbe trier of fact, \Vatched the video, at !east three (3) times. 

The Court found that tht~ <lo2 did not 'atte·m1,·)t to make a final indication,' State's exhibit 1 ~-
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is a dear video \-Vhich the District Court c.ould "\-'iev,/; as can this court. The vidt:'.O shmvs 

the c.ar is pafked on the side of the road "Yith sufficient distance for the dog and deputy to 

within the video is the dog, nor the officer for that matter, seen 'stumbling' on a 8lope of 

the te1win. /\dclitiom~Hy, upon revie,N of the video1 there is no indication that die '\log's 

le.H rnaT leg hif' anything as clai.med by the deputy, (R VoL 2, p. 3) The vid1.~o clearly 

shov..,rs tbe dog easily walking around the (:ar and shcnvs no indication of &7. issue with a 

slope. (fL Vol 3., State's 1)_ This is 1nforrnation presented. to the trier of fact, v,'hich fr1iled 

·•ci ,·,r,1·i-x;,n.•··e. tl
0

l'"' lr-i 0 ~· i)~- 1·:-,,,~1- i·ha-t ''"1 "1le.rt 'Y''"H'1'Prl ,,rh•,~1'1 '-VO'll1.·~- PJ'i'•'\};;-le '."'·r,,'·i,csbL~ C'·''1''f' f>J>" ~. _ ..__,,>_ . " B.Ji.-w , -.- . .,_.., ~ ~.I;.;, ... , i ,:~-....t. ._. ~- -u..J, .,,: ~ - l .. ~-~v~ ..... -u .,.') _t_s._,.,,,.b. -.. . ;;,, . . .t. ~· .-.._J _{-.,..).. , 1-' \., L v,: .... v ..:.v;. . . ,3..,_. . -.. J. 

the search. The state faikd to produce substantial competent evidence to the trier of fact 

to establish that a reliable alert occurred to justify the search of the vehicle. 

for review to find that tl1e Distdct Court's legaJ conclusions d.nnvn from the evidence 

\,vere appropriate, 

Sub Issue C 

TI1e District Court's conclusions ·were properly based upon the 
evidence presented which sustained the Defendant's claim that the 
State failed to present substantial competent evidence. 

\Vhen a motion to suppress 1s filed, the State bea.rs the burden of proof to establish 

the lavdulness of the search and seizure. State v. Boyd, 275 Kan. 271, 64 Kan. P.3d 419 

(2003). i\s noted herein. the evidence bt~fore the Court at the hearing on the motion to 

suppress included the testimony of Deputy Young (R. VoL 2), and the video of the stop 

of the car and resulting use of Turbo, the K~9. (R. Vol. 3, State's #1). 
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During the hearing, the State had Deputy Young :narrate the video, explaining to 

the Court what he claimed to be the behaviora.1 changes ofTmbo. (R. VoL 2, pp. l0-12), 

In addition, the video was played during cross examination (R. Vol. 2, p. 22) and the 

Cou.rt revie\:ved the video in chambers before ruling on the motion (R Vol. 2, pp. 35, 38). 

The District Court1s decision was based upon evidence which ,vas presented and 

the fact that such evidence did not provide substantial competent evidence to sustain the 

State's burden of proof. Despite Appellant's claim, the evidence presented was not 

'unconksted'. The Appdlee/Defendant contested the claims by the deputy. Evidence is 

contested when called into question and contradictory statements and infom1ation is 

elicited. To contest the claims of the deputy, a vvitness nor expert were required. The 

Appellee/Defendant's questions to the deputy challenging his daims, inquiry <'.LS to other 

sources of 1smeH' on the license plate (R VoL 2, pp. 18-19, 22); the discrepancy in the 

training versus application (R. Vol. 2, pp. 14, 16); the deputy's comments of 'nothing' as 

the dog \Vas working the car (R. VoL 2, p. 21); discrepancy in testimony as compared to 

the affidavit (R. Vol. 2, pp. 19-20); challenging the behavior change claim of the closed 

mouth when the deputy had directed Turbo to search vvfach would be nature cause him to 

dose his mouth (R. Vol. 2, pp. 28-29); are an examples of challenges, and the resulting 

answers, evidence fix the Court to consider. The Court had sufficient evidence to .find 

that the State had failed to meet it's burden of proot and thus, grant tht:'. motion to 

suppress. 
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Sub [ssue D 

The District Court did. not error in consideration of the training 
and experience of Deputy Young as the K-9 l-fandler. 

The Appellant's assertions within this issue completely disregard the 

Comi's considerations and findings as to the deputies testimony which were contrary to 

the claims by the deputy. The court did not discredit the dog's training; nor completely 

the deputies, the court did discredit the deputy's claim that the dog alerted. What the 

court discounted vvas the deputies attempt~ after the fact, to identify actions or behaviors 

to substantiate a claim of an alert. The comi noted the testimony by the deputy, but 

discounted it, and by that finding, determined it not credible. The most poignant exarnple 

of this, is the deputy's claim that Turbo 'attempted to sit' at the passenger door of the car. 

(R. Vol. 2, p, 39). Further, the Court discounted the deputy's claim that the dog made any 

observable change in behavior vvhich could be accepted as a11 alert The problem frn- the 

State in this instance, is within the confines of the video, at the time of the events, the 

deputy's remarks do not match his testimony; his discussion cans into question his 

confidence that the dog had alerted. (R. Vol. 2, p. 41-42). t'There's just not enough 

reliable evidence for this Court to find that the dog did ale1t in this case to establish 

probable cause." (R. Vol. 2, p. 42). 

Sub Issue E 

No error occurred when the District Court precluded the State 
from presenting evidence as to the ultimate findings during the 
search. 

Dming the hearing on the motion to suppress, the prosecutor inquired of the 

deputy as to what he found du.ring the search that ensued. The Court sustained an 
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objection by the Defenda.nfs counsel based upon relevancy. Appellant seeks to have this 

Gourt find that the deputy1s testimony, and or what was ultimately found, is detem1inative 

and thus, relevant to the deterrnination regarding -,vhether the drug dog alerted. (R. Vol. 

2, p. 13-14} 

The issue before the court, as noted by the Court, was 'vvhether the evidence is 

sufficient lo show that the dog alerted, to establish probable cause.' (R. Vol. 2. p. 39). 

The point of relevance to this question in the field is \vhen the dog purportedly alerted 

and the deputy made the decision to search. The question before the Court was \.Vhether 

substantial competent evidence \Vas provided to establish that the dog had shown an alert 

that justified the search. 

In reviewing a decision by a district court regarding the admission of evidence, 

the appellate court's review is a t\vo step process, first determining if the evidence is 

relevant, and if so, then the decision of admission is reviewed under an abuse of 

di - . , d d s·•- })'•11· "'9-K 9,..,9 947 ,.., 07 P3-<l24- '20'''"'.) screhon stan ar . wte v ... rn. lps,,:, ) . an. ...., , . , .... o 1 • · ':) {. L::., • Ka11sas 

has defined relevant evidence at K.S.A. 60-401(b) as evidence having any tendency in 

reason to prove any material fact. 

In the instant matter, what, if anything, \-Vas found during the search is not relevant 

to the question that was before the District Court- whether there was substantial 

competent evidence that Turbo alerted at or before the point in time the deputy decided to 

search the vehicle. The finding of drugs is no more relevant than had. the search not 

yielded drugs or anything; or alternatively, had yielded sornething other iUegal item or 

evidence, example stolen property, or a murder \-veapon. 1n that scenmio, the State would 

J "1 
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have been o~jecting to relevance pointing to the fact that the issue before the court was 

the point of the decision to search, the dog's accuracy record and whether the search was 

justified by the alert by the dog. The claim ,vou.ld be, the dog alerted providing probable 

cause, and thus, it is irrelevant that dmgs ,vere not fom1d, the search was lmvfuL 

In the instant matter, the point the deputy claims the dog alerted, is the relevant 

consideration for the Court. Thus, denial of admission of testimony a,5 to the ultimate 

search of the car, was not relevant to that issue. Had the dog's accuracy ratings been in 

issue, the findings might have been relevant, but as to the question of 'did the dog display 

sufficient signs of an alert?' wbat \VI.IS found is not relevant 

Should this court decide the outcome of the seaxch is relevant in determining if 

there was sufficient evidence that the dog alerted, then the second step mnst be 

considered, was the denial an abuse of discretion. Given the issue before the Court, an 

issue that centered on the point the dog purportedly alerted and ,;vhether there was 

sufficient evidence to support the claim of an alert, denial of tesfonony of what was found 

during the search was not abuse of discretion. 

It is also of note, vv:hen on revk1,,vs the protlered testimony, reveals that neither 

finding, nor location is consistent vvith the locations the deputy claims the dog 'alerted' on 

the car. The statements in the affidavit as to the location of the purported chugs pointed 

to by Appellant were 'inside a backpack in the back seat of the vehicle' and a 'black bag 

under the driver's seat1. (R. 1, p. 9). Neither of these are locations where the deputy 

asserted the dog alerted, those being the passenger side and the trunk. 

The ultimate findings during a search, warrantless or otherwise, is not proper for 
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consideration by the Court. The claim othernrise, is to suggest that the outcome is aH that 

matters and hm,v it was reached, what constitutional right-; were violated, are not relevant 

lf the findings of a search were the detennining factor as to the lawfulness of the search, 

the exclusionary rule would not have been necessary, nor expansion under the fruit of the 

poisonous tree doctrine, nor would the constitutiona.1 safeguards exist. See State v. 

Karson, 297 Kan. 634, 639, 304 P3d 317 (2013); State v. Deffenbaugh, 216 Kan. 593. 

598, 533 P.2d 1328 (1975). 

The district court properly found the testimony as to the outcome of the 

warrantless search was not relevant to the question at the hearing on the motion to 

suppress. 

Sub Issue F 

The Court;s reliance on US v. Wilson \Vas proper in the context it 
\Vas used. 

In considering the motion and claims by the State, the Court independently 

researched the issue, whether the evidence is sufficient to show that the dog alerted, to 

estiiblish probable cause to search tbe vehicle. (R.. VoL 2, p. 39), This is a question that 

does not appear to have been dealt v-lith, particularly in the State of Kansas. Thus; within 

the expansion of that search, the court located and considered US. v. Wilson, 995 F.Supp. 

2d 455 (2014) vvhich considered US. v. Parada, 577 F.3rd 1275 (10th Circ., 2009}. In 

finding the dog in U.S. v. Wilson did not display an 'alert.' sufficjent to support probable 

cause, the court also looked to Beck v. Ohio, 379 U.S. 89, 85 S.Ct 223, 13 LEd.2d 142 

(1.964) for smne basic principles of Fourth Amendment seaxch protections. 
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The district court specifically stated it was not making the findings in the instant 

matter based upon \Vilson. (R. Vol. 2. p. 43). The review of Wilson was simply for 

guidance, absent a case on point \.Vithln the controlling jurisdktion as to \vhat was 

sufficient con1petent evidence to support a clain-1 of an alert providing probable cause. 

The Court's refore11ce to Wilson, and Beck, clearly emphasis the concern of the distTict 

court with the credibility of Deputy Young and his 'claims' as to the 'alert' \".foch 

supported his belief he could search the vehicle. 

ln [/,S. v. WHson, supra, like the instant matter, was a challenge as to \vhether the 

dog alerted to the vehicle that \vas searched. Also, as in fae instant matter, the dog's 

actions were not his 'trained indication', instead the officer testified that he (officer) 'was 

able to discern that the dog alerted by a change in behavior. Also, as in this matter, the 

Wilson court found that the claim that the dog: had charnzed behavior ( either 'east' or 
lo-· .:,. .. 

'alerted' to d.rugs) ,vas not supported by the evidence. The court in that n.w.tter, 

considered not only the testim{lH)\ but also a review of the video and did not believe the 

dog had made any change in behavior. 

As noted in U.S. v, Wilson, supra. 

A Court cannot accept a ha.ndler's subjective determination that a dog has 
made some lmdetectable alert, which conclusion ,vouJd be, fix an practical 
purposes, .immune from revkw. Given the nature of the constitutional .right at 

issue, the Supreme Court has found this premise is unacceptable. If subjective 

good faith alone were the test, the prok"ctions of the Fomth Amendment would 
evaporate, and the people would be 'secure in their persons, houses, papers and 

eHects/ only in the discretion of the police.' Beck v Ohio (379 U.S.), supra, at 97, 
85 S.Ct. at 229, 

To allovv a search predicated upon an officer's interpretation fi.1 the utterly 

minimalist lesser shm .. ving exhibited by the dog in this case \vould be tantamount 

to permitting law enforcement officers to issue their ov.,rn search warrants based 
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upon their own subjective analysis, something the Framers explkit!y prohibited. 

(995 F. Supp. 2d 475~476). 

The scheme of the Fourth Arnendment becomes meaningful only when it is 
assured that at some point the conduct of those charged with enfnrcing the laws 
can be subjected to the more detached, neutral scrutiny of a judge who must 
evaluate the reasonableness of a particular search of seizure in light of the 
particular circumstances. And in making that assessment it is imperative that the 
facts be judged against an objective standard; \Vould the facts available to the 
officer at the moment of the seizure or the search ',varrant a man of reasonable 
caution in the belief' that the action taken \Vas appropriate? Cf Carroll v. United 
Srates, 267 U.S. 132, 45 S.Ct. 280, 69 LEd. 543 (1925); Beck v. Ohio, 379 U.S. 
89, 96-97, 85 S.Ct. 223, 229, 13 L.Ed 142 (1964). Anything less would invite 
intmsions upon constitutionally guaranteed rights based on nothing more 
substantial than inarticulate hunches, a result this Court has consistently refused to 
sanction. See, e. g.; Beck v. Ohio, supra; Rios v. United States, 364 U.S. 253, 80 
S.CL 1431, 4 LEd.2d 1688 (1960); llenry v. T.]nited States, 361 U.S. 98, 80 S.Ct. 
168, 4 LEd.2d 134 (1959). 

The district court clearly took issue with the items the deputy \Vas saying occurred 

which he claimed were 'alerts'; took issue vvith the subjective considerations by the 

that the handler v1as real confident that there had been an actual alert happening1
• (R. 

VoL 2, p. 41 ). Further, the court noted the claimed subjective observations tbat were not 

consistent vvith the video vvhich further support the district court's findings. For example, 

the deputy i:.,ommenting 'nothing' to tb.e dog throughout (R. Vol. 3, State's exhibit 1, R. 

VoL 2, pp. 21, 41 ), the discussion that ensued vvith the other officers once the dog was 

put up (K Vol. 2, p. 41), the assertion the dog -..vas dosing his mouth, yet the deputy 

dearly identified that he had \.iirected the dog, ,vbkh w-ould result in him dosing his 

mouth and sniffing harder' R. VoL 2, p. 28-29). The claim the dog 'attempted to siL but 

could not due to the slope of the road. 

In the instant matter, vvith the challenges to the deputyls testimony, observation of 
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the video, and other matters as outlined, aJlO\ving the deputy's claim during the hearing 

that an alert occurred is contrary to the Fourth Amendment and protections afforded there 

from. The district Cou.rt noted that there must be safeguards, an objective review of the 

actions of the dog, and in doing so, the Court found no substantial competent evidence 

was provided that the dog alerted to the vehicle. 

Thus1 the Court's reliance upon the considerations of U.S. v. Wilson, supra, and 

the constitutional findings contained therein, was not misplaced. 

Sub Issue G 

The District Court findings clearly addressed the issues before the 
Court and considered the credibility of the deputy. 

\.Vhile the district court did not come right out and mah~ a statement such as 'I do 

not believe Deputy Young' or 'the following statement by Deputy Young is false\ the 

credibility of the officer was considered by the Court. The comments and findings of the 

Court dearlv identifv that the Comt considered the credibility of the deputy as to the 
;,I ,,i .. .,, 

subjective claims of observing alert(s) by the dog, As to the claim the dog 1attempted to 

sif, the court cle(1rly discounted the credibility of Deputy Young. The court noted, 'nor 

can the Court interpret what the dog ,vas seen doing on the videotape be an attempt to 

make a final indication'. (R. Vol. 2, p. 39). The court, a.s noted herein, also had concerns 

with the deputy's confidence in the dog's actions, that he was testifying w,m.'.: 'alerts'. 

TI1us, the court did not overlook the credibility of Deputy Young. To the 

contrary, as noted herein, the Court discredited the deputy's assertions at the hearing as 

related to claims the dog alerted. 
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Thus, the issues before the Court were properly considered and addressed. The 

matter does not need to be remanded. The Courfs findings clearly identif)' that the 

deputy's credibility was questioned as related to the matters presented to the Court 

CONCLUSION 

Thus, the motion to suppress was properly granted as the Court's review of the 

evidence, taking into accmmt the District CoUt"t's ability and decision regarding 

credibility as to the claims of an 'alert' dearly supported the finding that substantial 

corn.petent evidence did not exist to support the claim that the dog 'alerted'. Without an 

alert, there was no probable cause to support the warrantless search of the car. 11ie Court 

should uphold the District Courts findings of fact and conclusions of law, finding that the 

Motion to Suppress should be granted. 
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